
CHARACTERIZATION OF MOLECULAR CLOUDSTRUCTUREV. OSSENKOPF, F. BENSCH, & J. STUTZKI1. Physikalishes Institut der Universit�at zu K�oln, Z�ulpiher Stra�e 77, 50937K�oln, GermanyE-mail: ossk�zeus.ph1.uni-koeln.deThe omplexity of observed moleular loud strutures prevents any simple de-sription and ompliates the omparison of observations with loud models. Weprovide a short overview on the tehniques that are applied to parameterize theloud struture. Several independent parameters have to be ombined inludingmeasures for the isotropi density or intensity saling behaviour, the degrees ofanisotropy, the struture in veloity spae and the relation between density andveloity struture. Deviations from a general self-similar behaviour provide the lueto estimate the relative inuene of di�erent physial proesses driving strutureformation and thus to understand the turbulent nature of moleular louds.1 IntrodutionObservations of moleular louds show a omplex, �lamentary and often self-similar struture over a wide range of spatial sales. With the radio telesopesand interferometers available today, extended maps in moleular lines havebeen obtained providing large data ubes of intensities at two elestial andone veloity oordinate (e.g. Dame 1999). In addition many louds havebeen observed in their far infrared ontinuum emission or in the near infraredextintion. But the lak of veloity information in these observations furtherompliates the derivation of the loud turbulene struture here.For demonstration we show the Polaris Flare in Fig. 1, a high galati lat-itude moleular loud without star formation that we will use as a well studiedexample throughout this paper. The �gure shows three integrated line mapsat di�erent spatial resolutions observed with the CfA 1.2m telesope in 12CO1-0 (Heithausen & Thaddeus 1990), with the KOSMA 3m telesope in 12CO2-1 (see Bensh et al. 1999), and with the IRAM 30m telesope (Falgarone etal. (1998), we show only the 12CO 1-0 results here). The observations overa dynamial range in linear resolution from about 50 p down to 0.01 p.A diret dedution of the three-dimensional density, temperature, and ve-loity struture from observed data ubes is however impossible and a loudsimulation is required to �t the observed properties by a physially justi-�ed loud struture. Simulations were done using empirial fratal models(Ossenkopf et al. 1998) or hydrodynami and magnetohydrodynami mod-roma: submitted to World Sienti� on July 2, 1999 1



Figure 1. Maps of the Polaris Flareand the subregion MCLD 123.5+24.9at a resolution of 8,7' (CfA), 2.2'(KOSMA) and 21" (IRAM).els (see e.g. Ma Low et al. 1998, Padoan et al. 1998, Ostriker et al. 1998,V�azquez-Semadeni et al. 1999). A major stumbling blok in this �t is thelak of suÆiently reliable parameters haraterizing both the observed andthe simulated struture. For omplex moleular loud strutures a geomet-rial desription is no longer meaningful. The simulations an never providean exat reprodution of the observed ubes but only reprodue the generalstatistial properties like saling relations. We need statistial methods to an-roma: submitted to World Sienti� on July 2, 1999 2



alyze the data ubes. The methods have to provide few easily understandableparameters representing as muh information as possible about the propertiesof an observed data ube. Unfortunately, our knowledge about the physisof turbulene in moleular louds is still insuÆient to disriminate at thispoint whih observational parameters are most relevant for ertain physialquestions or might be translated into physial parameters. Hene, we haveto deal with a relatively large number of methods all showing a somewhatdi�erent perspetive of moleular loud struture.As shown by Combes (this volume) and in Set. 3 we �nd self-similar re-lations within a relatively large size range. We expet, however, that physialproesses like moleular energy dissipation, the onset of star formation, MHDwaves, and outows with their harateristi size sales will show up in thestruture as departures from a self-similar behaviour. First promising resultsin the searh for suh departures were obtained by Blitz & Williams (1997)who found a hange in the slope of the lump distribution funtion at smallsales in a star-forming loud and by Goodman et al. (1998) �nding a atten-ing of the size-line width relation in dense ores. Both results still need furtheron�rmation by omplementary observations. A omprehensive disussion ofthe orresponding impliations for the understanding of star-formation wasgiven by Williams et al. (1999).2 Basi restritionsUseful algorithms for the struture determination have to be appliable withthe same reliability both to the observations and the simulations with theirrespetive limitations. Hydrodynami and magnetohydrodynami models aremainly restrited by the numerial resolution of at most a few hundred gridpoints in eah dimension but provide the full three-dimensional density andveloity struture. Their struture is often haraterized in terms of the prob-ability density funtion (PDF) of densities and veloities but both are noteasily obtained for observed louds.Besides their lower dimensionality observations are limited by a �nitesignal-to-noise ratio (S/N) whih seems to reate arti�ial struture at thesmallest sales, the �nite resolution of eah telesope whih wipes out stru-ture even at sales somewhat beyond the HPBW of the telesope, and thelimited map size restriting the available dynamial range.For a diret omparison, the observable intensity data ubes have to beomputed from the model strutures inluding all observational e�ets. Inase of optially thin lines in a medium with uniform exitation temperature,this inludes a simple projetion of the density weighted veloity omponentroma: submitted to World Sienti� on July 2, 1999 3



in the line of sight. The e�ets of this projetion are disussed in detail by MaLow & Ossenkopf (1999) and V�azquez-Semadeni (this volume). In general onehas to take the full radiative transfer problem into aount whih provides anadditional level of ompliation (Juvela 1999, Ossenkopf et al. 1999).3 Measures of the struture saling behaviourThe methods to haraterize the saling behaviour of the intensity struturean be divided into two families. The �rst set of analysis tools starts fromthe piture of an interstellar loud as a ontinuous ompressible medium withtransient utuations and fratal or multifratal properties as disussed byCombes (this volume).Measures of the fratal dimension or fratal saling relations were intro-dued for astrophysial maps with the area-perimeter relation of iso-intensityontours (Falgarone et al. 1991, Vogelaar & Wakker 1994), the box-ountingfratal dimension (Zimmermann & Stutzki 1993), and the struture-tree anal-ysis (Houlahan & Salo 1992). Extensions to multifratal properties have beenproposed by Chappell & Salo (1992). We have tested the area-perimeter fra-tal dimension and the box-ounting dimension for simulated maps and foundthem to be extremely sensitive to noise in the data so that they should beomputed only for maps with a very good S/N.Another approah studies the spetrum of intensity utuations depend-ing on their size. Measurements of the power spetrum date bak to investiga-tions from e.g. Stenholm (1984). A major problem in this analysis is howeverthe arti�ial periodi ontinuation introdued by the Fourier transform whihan reate arti�ial edges if a map does not trae the full extent of emissionfrom a moleular loud. The �-variane introdued by Stutzki et al. (1998)turns out to be a more reliable funtion. It ontains all information from thepower spetrum, does not require a Fourier transform, and an easily separateobservational e�ets like noise and beam-smearing from internal loud proper-ties. The method was arefully tested by Bensh et al. (1999) and the resultsfrom its appliation to the Polaris Flare maps are shown in Fig. 2. All urvesare reasonably represented by power laws but the index hanges smoothlyfrom 0.6 at the largest sale to 1.3 at the smallest sales. For the full salerange this means a notieable deviation from a self-similar behaviour. Futureextensions of these approahes might inlude the prinipal omponent analysisdisussed in Set. 5 and wavelet analysis methods (Langer et al. 1993).The seond family of methods is based on the physial piture of moleu-lar louds as a two-phase medium where dense lumps are partially on�nedby the interlump gas pressure. The algorithms searh for oherent unitsroma: submitted to World Sienti� on July 2, 1999 4



Figure 2. �-variane spetra for the Polaris Flare maps in Fig. 1. The �-variane is ameasure for the relative strutural variation at a ertain spatial sale. The solid linesrepresent power law �ts with orretions for noise and beam smearing.
in position-veloity spae. Stutzki et al. (1998) have shown, however, thatthere is no strit separation between the two families sine a superpositionof many lumps with a power-law size and density spetrum turns out to beequivalent to a ontinuous fratal struture. Clump deomposition algorithmswere introdued by Stutzki & G�usten (1990, GAUSSCLUMPS) and by Williamset al. (1994, CLUMPFIND). For most lumps both methods are equivalent, thenumber of small lumps is however overestimated by GAUSSCLUMPS and un-derestimated by CLUMPFIND (Williams et al. 1999).Heithausen et al. (1998) have applied GAUSSCLUMPS to the Polaris Flareobservations. They �nd unique power laws interonneting the full range ofsales for the number-size relation and the size-mass relation of the lumps.The resulting ombined number-mass relation is shown in Fig. 3. This resultseems to indiate a perfetly self-similar behaviour. The power-law indiesfor the lump spetra an be translated into an equivalent exponent of the �-variane of 0.78. If we introdue a orretion to the mass-size relation takinginto aount that the onversion fator between lump mass and CO intensityis inuened by optial depth e�ets the equivalent exponent hanges to about1.1. . . 1.3.Nevertheless, the lump deomposition suggests self-similarity while �-variane analysis and the eye-inspetion of the integrated maps reveals devi-ations from self-similarity. The solution to this ontradition must be hiddenin the veloity struture whih is only seen by the lump deomposition algo-rithms.roma: submitted to World Sienti� on July 2, 1999 5



Figure 3. Clump mass spetrum for the Polaris Flare determined from CO 1-0 (top his-togram) and 2-1 observations (bottom). The straight lines show a power law �t to the data(from Heithausen et al. 1998).4 Measures of anisotropyThe tools to haraterize the general saling behaviour and fratal struturewill neessarily fail in situations with strong anisotropies reated e.g. by shokfronts, shells and outows. Anisotropies and general �lamentary propertieshave to be deteted by some kind of asymmetry funtions.One measure has been introdued by Adams & Wiseman (1994) with theratio between the squared maximum diameter and the area of iso-intensityontours. It was suessfully applied to �lamentary IRAS maps by Wiseman& Adams (1994) but annot disriminate between di�erent anisotropi stru-tures like sheets, strings, shok bows or shells. When looking for a ertaintype of anisotropi strutures it is probably more onvenient to use algorithmsdeteting exatly those strutures (see e.g. Forbes & Thomson 1992).We found that many types of anisotropy are easily haraterized in Fourierspae and favour the appliation of the �-variane analysis and similar meth-ods on the power spetrum, although this implies the general Fourier trans-form problems disussed above. This method an disriminate between dif-ferent degrees of anisotropy at di�erent sales and thus separate large-salestreams, small shok strutures, and shells. Further systemati studies haveroma: submitted to World Sienti� on July 2, 1999 6



to be done in this �eld to establish a few sets of reliable parameters hara-terizing anisotropy in moleular louds.5 The struture in veloity spaeA huge amount of information is hidden in the measurable veloity struture.There are numerous attempts to dedue the veloity PDF from observations.Falgarone & Phillips (1990) have estimated veloity PDFs from high S/N ob-servations of single line pro�les. Investigating the statistial moments of pro-�les Falgarone et al. (1994) found non-Gaussian wings for many observationsand provided a �rst omparison with hydrodynami simulations. Unfortu-nately, the method is only reliable for optially thin transitions at a very highS/N. Another approah to the veloity PDFs inluding the spatial orrelationwas introdued by Kleiner & Dikmann (1985) and onsiderably improved byseveral authors (see Miesh et al. 1999). They omputed the spatial distribu-tion of line veloity entroids avoiding some problems of optial depth e�etsand noise. However, the higher order moments of the distribution are verysensitive to distortions of the baseline and non-Gaussian noise.A traditional measure for the spatial veloity distribution is the size-linewidth relation for louds and lumps introdued by Larson (1981) and per-formed by many other observers (see also V�azquez-Semadeni in this volume).A omprehensive reent overview inluding a areful estimate of many pos-sible errors was given by Goodman et al. (1998). Most studies obtain powerlaws �vobs / R with  = 0:35 : : :0:7 over wide spatial ranges.A major problem in the omputation of these size-line width relations isthe need for well separated entities in position-veloity spae providing de�nitevalues for a size and line width. Alternatively one an obtain the averagedrift behaviour in veloity spae by omputing size-line width relations froma measurement of the average line width within (virtual) telesope beams ofvarying size, i.e. of the intensity weighted veloity dispersion within a ertainradius. Here, we fae the problem that the veloity dispersion is determinedby two di�erent sales - the loud depth traed by the line of sight whih showsup as the loal line width in one point and the size of the virtual beam thatwe onsider. To separate the two e�ets we have applied the analysis bothto the total veloity dispersion within the virtual beam and to the dispersionof the veloity entroids only. Results for the Polaris Flare observations areshown in Fig. 4. The relation based on veloity entroids is a unique powerlaw over four orders of magnitude with a slope  = 0:42 whih is lose to theoriginal Larson oeÆient of 0.38. The urves for the total line width withinthe beam show that these are dominated by the line-of-sight integration up toroma: submitted to World Sienti� on July 2, 1999 7



Figure 4. Size-line width relations for the Polaris Flare observations with IRAM (smallestsales), KOSMA, and the CfA 1.2m telesope (largest sale). The deviation of the KOSMAdata for the full line width relations is probably due to the lower S/N of these observations.the largest sales. More information on the drift behaviour in veloity spaean be obtained from the investigation of the PDF of veloity inrements(Miesh & Salo 1995, Lis et al. 1998, Miesh et al. 1999).Other methods to onsider the spatial variation of the line pro�les in-lude e.g. the appliation of the �-variane analysis in veloity spae and forveloity hannel maps (Ma Low & Ossenkopf 1999) and the investigationof the spetral orrelation funtion (SCF) omparing the similarity betweenneighbouring spetra (Rosolowsky et al. 1999). When looking for harater-isti global features in the density-veloity struture the prinipal omponentanalysis (PCA) introdued by Heyer & Shloerb (1997) is probably the mostsigni�ant tool. It identi�es the main omponents in the position-veloityspae in terms of eigenvetors and eigenimages. Although the PCA repre-sents a reliable method to �nd the dominant main strutures even in om-pliated images the signi�ane of the higher-order moments still has to betested. PCA and SCF are disussed in more detail by V�azquez-Semadeni (thisvolume).A losure of the irle staring with the lump deomposition methodsdisussed in Set. 3 is provided by the analysis of Tauber (1996). He disussedthe smoothness of line pro�les as a measure for the size and number of oherentunits ontributing to the line pro�les. Applying a rough approximation of thistype of analysis Falgarone et al. (1998) onlude that the size of ells in thePolaris Flare observations should be as low as 200 AU.roma: submitted to World Sienti� on July 2, 1999 8
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